Introduction
Don’t we all wish we could simply do five easy things consistently and have our fitness and
wellness dreams come true? I’m sorry, but for most of us, that simply isn’t reality. Additionally,
it gets harder to lose and keep off weight as we age. So, what are you waiting for? No matter
where you are at in your health and wellness - if you have gained the quarantine-15 (or more!)
or if you have a life-long struggle with your weight, we are going to embark on a journey that I
pray will bring you encouragement, self-control, and passion for making changes to your habits
that will lead you to your goals. It does not matter if you have started and stopped a thousand
times, begin again today and you will not regret it. It also doesn’t matter how old you are, set
manageable goals and faithfully apply principles you learn here, and you will feel better and see
progress toward your goals.
To get to the point where a low-sugar, whole-foods, calorie-appropriate diet is your habit and
lifestyle, you will need motivation, and you will need commitment. You’ve all heard the adage
that it takes 21 days to form a new habit. I don’t think anyone can say for sure, but it’s
probably going be a lot longer than that. I would suggest a minimum of 30 days from what I’ve
observed. But even then, it may be a habit that is easily undone. Neurologists have noted,
“Once a habit has been established, it remains largely autonomous until the conditioned
significance of incentive motivational stimuli has been extinguished or devalued through
experience.”3 In layman’s terms, I interpret this to mean habits do not require thought until
something changes, and the reward system in our brain needs a kickstart to remind us why we
have the habits in the first place. Perhaps you’ve been living a healthy lifestyle for a long time,
and you’ve lost your motivation to continue. Is there a new healthy living habit that you need
to acquire that will provide that incentive stimuli?
One diet plan that centers around a 30 day commitment (that can lead to a habit), is called
Whole30. The book that sparked this diet trend is The Whole30: The 30-Day Guide to Total
Health and Food Freedom, by Melissa Hartwig Urban and Dallas Hartwig. The book says about
itself on the homepage (whole30.com), “Your only job during the Whole30 is to focus on
making good food choices. You don’t need to weigh or measure, count calories, restrict
calories, or purchase everything organic or grass-fed. Your only job is to stick to the Whole30
rules for 30 straight days… no cheats, no slips, no “special occasions.”
This isn’t a hazing or a boot camp; the requirement for 100% compliance is grounded in science.
We call the Whole30 a “reset,” but at its heart, the Whole30 is an elimination diet. Elimination
protocols have been around since the 1920’s, and many doctors say they are still the gold
standard in identifying food sensitivities—but only if you do them by the books. In order to
accurately test how your body responds in the absence of these potentially problematic foods,
you have to completely eliminate them. One bite of pizza, one spoonful of ice cream, one sip of
beer within the 30-day period and you’ve broken the “reset”—and have to start over again on
Day 1.”

Roughly, we can summarize, the first 30 days are an elimination phase, and after that you
transition into a reintroduction phase. Both phases are essential. In the elimination phase you
eliminate all processed foods as well as known food allergens (that is, a food group that creates
problems for many people, not necessarily all). This is a long enough period that all traces of
those foods are eliminated from your body and when you add those food groups back into your
diet, one by one, you are able to discern if they have an adverse effect on your body. Every 3
days, in the reintroduction phase, you add back in a food group (legumes, dairy, gluten) one at
a time and wait and observe how you feel after adding them back in. In theory, if you feel fine,
you likely do not have an intolerance or allergy to that food group. After you have added back
all the food groups, you will have gained knowledge of what foods work best for your body, and
what food groups do not. It doesn’t mean, however, “go back to eating however you want”
after the two phases. It does mean you will know what foods are best for you and also you will
realize how much processed food you were eating before embarking on the Whole30 plan.
So, what foods do you eat on the Whole30 and what do you not eat? Great question. In brief,
here is what you can eat:
Eat meat, seafood, eggs, vegetables, fruit, natural fats, herbs, spices, and seasonings. Eat foods
with a simple or recognizable list of ingredients, or no ingredients at all because they’re whole
and unprocessed. If you can’t pronounce it, you can’t eat it.
Here is what you cannot eat (taken from the whole30.com website):
• Do not consume added sugar, real or artificial. This includes (but is not limited
to) maple syrup, honey, agave nectar, coconut sugar, date syrup, monk fruit
extract, stevia, Splenda, Equal, Nutrasweet, and xylitol. If there is added sugar
in the ingredient list, it’s out.
• Do not consume alcohol, in any form, not even for cooking. (And ideally, no
tobacco products of any sort, either.)
• Do not eat grains. This includes (but is not limited to) wheat, rye, barley, oats,
corn, rice, millet, bulgur, sorghum, sprouted grains, and all gluten-free pseudocereals like quinoa, amaranth, and buckwheat. This also includes all the ways
we add wheat, corn, and rice into our foods in the form of bran, germ, starch,
and so on. Again, read your labels.
• Do not eat most forms of legumes. This includes beans (black, red, pinto, navy,
garbanzo/chickpeas, white, kidney, lima, fava, cannellini, lentils, adzuki, mung,
cranberry, and black-eyes peas); peanuts (including peanut butter or peanut
oil); and all forms of soy (soy sauce, miso, tofu, tempeh, edamame, soy
protein, soy milk, or soy lecithin).
• Do not eat dairy. This includes cow, goat, or sheep’s milk products like milk,
cream, cheese, kefir, yogurt, sour cream, ice cream, or frozen yogurt.
• Do not consume carrageenan, MSG, or sulfites. If these ingredients appear in
any form on the label, it’s out for the Whole30.
• Do not consume baked goods, junk foods, or treats with “approved”
ingredients.* Recreating or buying sweets, treats, and foods-with-no-brakes
(even if the ingredients are technically compatible) is missing the point of the

Whole30, and won’t lead to habit change. These are the same foods that got
you into health-and-craving trouble in the first place—and a pancake is still a
pancake, even if it’s made with coconut flour.
Personal Testimony
I (Amy) am going to share with you my process of getting out of my habit of drinking soda (diet
and regular). Although it’s not exactly the same as the Whole30 plan, I hope it will help you
someway to read how a *real* person overcame one common sugar addiction.
For me, it sounded too scary to say that I would never drink soda again. It’s much more
manageable mentally to commit to a period of time. Be real with yourself and acknowledge
that it will be difficult. Be humble. Enlist an accountability partner. Ultimately, it is a denying of
momentary pleasures to gain lasting health.
To start, I made a personal commitment of no soda for 60 days and informed my family of my
decision. Next, I removed all soda from my house and didn’t buy any more. I gently told my
husband and kids that if they wanted soda they were on their own - I would no longer be their
supplier. I soon found enjoyable soda-substitutes. In this case, I found kombucha. I loved the
probiotic component and the slight sweetness and fizziness. I also found that cold water with
fresh squeezed lime or lemon was refreshing, as was unsweetened sparkling water. If you’re
giving up soda, avoid substituting with another sugar-laden beverage like juice, alcohol, sweet
coffee drinks, sweet tea, or sports drinks. That would defeat the main purpose of giving up a
bad-for-you beverage! I had cravings and sadness about giving it up. But that eventually
passed. I stopped thinking about sweet drinks. I stopped thinking when I arrived at someone’s
house for dinner, “Oh, I hope they have something good to drink.” Eventually, I grew to love the
low or no-sugar options out there in this world. My palate changed and I grew to like
unsweetened tea, coffee, mineral, sparkling, and even plain water. Drinks that felt like a treat
were kombucha, coconut water, and flavored unsweetened coffee and tea. Even food became
sweet – carrots and tomatoes became “treats” (I know that sounds insane, trust me, I know).
The most significant change that happened was that instead of starting my day with juice or a
soda, I started it with a wheatgrass “green” drink. You don’t have to go that far in your health
kick but you can do it – you can give up sugary drinks! You can probably guess this since I’m
writing about it, but I haven’t had any soda since then (or alcohol for that matter), and I am so
incredibly grateful that my life is free from that addiction. A 60-day commitment became my
lifestyle. I have many dietary faults still, but drinking soda, juice, sweet drinks, and alcohol is not
among them.

Sample recipe
Grilled Coconut-Curry Chicken from The Whole30

Serves 2 | Prep Time: 15 minutes | Cook Time: 15 minutes | Total Time: 30 minutes
Ingredients
3 tablespoons cooking fat
1/2 onion, finely diced
2 cloves garlic, minced
1 tablespoon yellow curry powder
1 cup canned crushed tomatoes
1/2 cup coconut cream (see Note below)
1 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon black pepper
1.5 pounds bone-in, skin-on, split chicken breasts (2 pieces)
1 lime, quartered
To make the curry sauce, melt the cooking fat in a saucepan over medium heat and swirl to
coat the bottom of the pan. When the fat is hot, add the onion and cook, stirring, until
translucent, 2 to 3 minutes. Add the garlic and stir until it becomes aromatic, about 30 seconds.
Add the curry powder and stir for 15 to 20 seconds, taking care that the garlic and curry powder
don’t burn. Add the tomatoes and simmer until thickened, about 5 minutes. Transfer the
contents of the pan to a food processor or blender and puree until smooth. Pour into a mixing
bowl and let cool. Mix in the coconut cream, salt, and pepper.
Place the chicken in a shallow bowl. Pour some of the sauce over the chicken and brush it on
each side.
Preheat a grill to high heat (500°F).
Remove the chicken from the curry sauce and discard the extra sauce. Add the chicken, breastside down, to the grill and sear until golden brown, about 2 minutes. (When the meat is
properly seared it will pull off the grates very easily, so don’t rush this step.) Turn the chicken
over so the bone side is down and place over indirect heat. Cover with the grill lid and continue
to cook until the internal temperature of the chicken is 160°F, or the breast meat springs back
when pressed with a finger. This will take 10 to 15 minutes, depending on thickness.
Let the chicken rest for 5 minutes. Serve with a squeeze of lime juice and the reserved curry
sauce.
Note: Coconut Cream: To make coconut cream, take a can of full-fat coconut milk and put it in
the refrigerator for an hour or two—although we recommend leaving at least one can in the
fridge at all times for emergency coconut cream situations. (That is something that can actually
happen on the Whole30.)
When you open the can, the cream will have risen to the top and become solid, while the
coconut water remains at the bottom of the can. Just scoop out the thick stuff at the top and

use it in recipes that call for coconut cream. You can also find prepared coconut cream or
“culinary coconut milk” at some health food stores, but why would you pay extra when the only
thing required to make your own is opening your refrigerator?
Note: If you don’t have a grill, you can bake the chicken in the oven. Turn the oven to Broil (or
500°F), and place the raw chicken in a baking dish. Sear the chicken in the oven for 5 minutes.
Reduce the oven temperature to 350°F. Brush the chicken with the curry sauce and finish
cooking in the oven for 10 to 15 minutes (depending on thickness), until the internal
temperature reaches 160°F.

